Recently, issues of energy shortage and environment pollution of mankind society become more and more serious. Production of electric vehicles provides a new idea for mankind to solve this kind of issues. However, largescale electric vehicles put into operation and connected to the grid is a major challenge to the security and stability of power grid. This paper references the job scheduling algorithm in computer operator system and presents a multilevel feeder queue optimization charging model with comprehensive consideration of the grid-side power load and charging fairness. According to this model we charge for the electric vehicles in regional grid, on the basis of ensuring fairness, realizing optimized charging, to ensure grid security and stability and improve the resource utilization rate. The implementation of multilevel feeder queue optimization charging model of electric vehicles in regional grid requires the fusion of power grid, cars networking, charging station networking and other information. With the development of the industry, the integration of multiple information sources will produce massive heterogeneous data, showed a trend of big data, and its storage and calculating will become a bottleneck. Hadoop open source cloud computing platform can set computing cluster to implement such a big data parallel processing. In this paper, I implement the model in the cloud computing platform through designing the model's HBase distributed data storage and M-R parallel computing mode
Introduction
The development of community economy faced the constraints of fossil energy shortage, ecological environment deteriorate and other factor. As a new clean energy kind of vehicle, electric vehicle produces an outstanding effect on the side of reducing pollution and consuming of fossil energy. Developing new energy vehicles, realizing transportation energy comprehensive transformation has become the measures of the strategy of sustainable utilization of energy, low carbon economy transformation and the construction of ecological civilization. However, Electric vehicles bring the opportunities as well as a series of challenges to the power grid load, planning, power quality, the traffic and so on. Large-scale electric vehicles charging during the same period will bring a new round of load growth, especially charging in the load peak period will further aggravate grid peak valley load difference, which may lead to a series problem such as line overload, transformer overload [1] , voltage drop [2] [3], loss increase [4] and so on. In addition, because of the uncertainty of the charging and the difference of charging type, the charging load has the characteristics of randomness and dispersion, which will also increase the difficulty to operate and control the power grid [5] . Therefore, the optimized control of the electric vehicle charging is of great significance to ensure the safe operation of the power grid, to increase the energy utilization and to maximize the benefits [6] .
In order to realize the optimized charging of electric vehicles, a multi-level feedback queue optimization model of electric vehicles charging is proposed in this paper, which combines the job scheduling optimization algorithm of computer operating system and multi-source fusion technique of information. In addition, this optimization model is realized by M-R parallel algorithm on the cloud computing platform.
Multi-level Feeder Queue Optimization Charging Model of Electric Vehicle
In computer operating systems, there is a scheduling application scenarios that a large number of jobs simultaneously request limited resources at the same time, how the system scheduling thus orderly allocate resources to the jobs. Here I reference the operating system's job scheduling solutions to achieve electric vehicle charging task scheduling. With each electric vehicle charging task as a job, the charging energy as resource, the minimum load energy as the goal, my solution legitimately arranges the jobs execution order, so that improve resource utilization under the premise to ensure fairness. Figure 1 is the whole architecture figure of multilevel feedback queue optimization charge model. (1) For the charge task that can be adjusted (charge time is less than the length of time set by the user), calculate the task priority. Priority should be considered the urgency of charging, charging time, waiting time and other factors, therefore, this paper proposed the equation (1) to calculate the priority.
(1) (2) According to the priorities, set multi-level queue. The tasks should be sorted by the priority, and divided into multi-level queue according to priority range.
(3) Charge for the task in the highest priority queue. By the end of each time slice, each task priority should be recalculated, so that reclassified the queue.
(4) When the high-priority task charging is completed, it can be charged for the next priority task queue. Figure 2 is the vehicle access process and vehicle charging process. Among them, vehicle access process is event-driven, which vehicle access event activated the process, and then the charge task is stored in the charging priority queue. On logic, system is divided into physical layer, data storage and calculation layer, advanced calculation layer, data displaying layer, management and control layer, data bus and related visit interface.
The platform hardware and software environment configuration is as shown in Table 1 . 
Summary and Outlook
This paper introduces the implementation of a Hadoop cloud computing platform based electric vehicle multilevel feedback queue optimization charging model, which presents an electric vehicle optimization charging scheme and uses M-R framework to implement the scheme's parallel computing. It solves a series of electrical problems and is related to big data analysis problems caused by large-scale electric vehicles connected to the grid, and also has reference value for other smart grid optimization problem.
In the Energy Internet, electric vehicle is a typical load and power source. Optimization charging theory combine with energy automatic demand response in regional power grid is a direction for future research. With the gradually improvement of the degree of information fusion and interaction among electric vehicles, charging stations and power grid, private charge position rental service, V2G mode, and other electric vehicles multi information fusion applications will be widely used.
